
To 600 BCE AP World History Project 

The story of Ug and his decedents 
 
Format: Children’s story book that tells the story of a single extended family’s experiences over the first 120,000 years 

of human existence in a historically plausible narrative.  

Due Date: _____________ 

Purpose: to demonstrate a comprehensive understanding of the chronology and relationship of the events of human 

history leading up to the year 600 BCE 

Requirements:   

1) Your family must participate in each of the six phases of human development listed below; you must explain 

how they progress from one phase to the next in a historically plausible way that includes an explanation of 

causation 

1. Africa 

2. migration 

3. domesticate plants and animals 

4. village life 

5. city-states 

6. empire 

 2) Your family must witness or participate in each item listed below in a historically accurate  

time, location, and plausible way.  Students must demonstrate a clear understanding of the significance of 

each item as it relates to this class (see the key concepts and material to master). 
Agrarianism 

Art 

Indian Caste System 

Construction of irrigation 

Dharma 

Diaspora 

Diffusion 

Division of Labor (specialization) 

Epics/Literature 

Gender roles 

Geography 

Government 

Hunter-gatherer 

Key technologies of each period 

Law codes 

Monotheism 

Monumental architecture 

Mother Goddess 

Neolithic Revolution 

Pastoral invaders 

Pastoralism 

Polytheism 

Population growth 

Reincarnation 

Social Class 

Trade routes 

Writing 

3) The book must be a single sequential & cohesive narrative that is consistently historically plausible. 

4) Citations from the textbook, web lessons, or other materials must be included in the bottom right corner of 

each page to support historical plausibility.  Simply provide the last name of the author and the page number 

where you found evidence to support the events of your story. 

5) Story should be presented in a way that would be understandable to a young child, the book must include 

both text and pictures, it should be between 6 and 18 pages, and it should be of quality craftsmanship.  

 6) Book must include an index with each requirement noted above and the page number where it appears,  

 requirements must be bold or highlighted on that page 
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Comments 

1)  
    1pt each                1pt each               2pts each 

Participated       Plausible Progress    Causation    

    □                       □               □   Africa 

    □                       □               □   migration 

    □                       □               □   domesticate plants and animals 

    □                       □               □   village life 

    □                       □               □   city-states                                  

    □                       □               □   empire 
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2) (1/4 pt each) 
□p/w  □time  □location  □way  □understanding    Agrarianism 

□p/w  □time  □location  □way  □understanding    Art 

□p/w  □time  □location  □way  □understanding    Indian Caste System 

□p/w  □time  □location  □way  □understanding    Construction of  

                                                                                irrigation 

□p/w  □time  □location  □way  □understanding    Dharma 

□p/w  □time  □location  □way  □understanding    Diaspora 

□p/w  □time  □location  □way  □understanding    Diffusion 

□p/w  □time  □location  □way  □understanding    Division of Labor  

                                                                                (specialization) 

□p/w  □time  □location  □way  □understanding    Epics/Literature 

□p/w  □time  □location  □way  □understanding    Gender roles 

□p/w  □time  □location  □way  □understanding    Geography/  

                                                                                Environment 

□p/w  □time  □location  □way  □understanding    Government 

□p/w  □time  □location  □way  □understanding    Hunter-gatherer 

□p/w  □time  □location  □way  □understanding    Key technologies of  

                                                                                each period 

□p/w  □time  □location  □way  □understanding    Law codes 

□p/w  □time  □location  □way  □understanding    Monotheism 

□p/w  □time  □location  □way  □understanding    Monumental  

                                                                                architecture 

□p/w  □time  □location  □way  □understanding    Mother Goddess 

□p/w  □time  □location  □way  □understanding    Neolithic Revolution 

□p/w  □time  □location  □way  □understanding    Pastoral invaders 

□p/w  □time  □location  □way  □understanding    Pastoralism 

□p/w  □time  □location  □way  □understanding    Polytheism 

□p/w  □time  □location  □way  □understanding    Population growth 

□p/w  □time  □location  □way  □understanding    Reincarnation 

□p/w  □time  □location  □way  □understanding    Social Class 

□p/w  □time  □location  □way  □understanding    Trade routes 

□p/w  □time  □location  □way  □understanding    Writing 
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3) Narrative is…  
Perfect (5 pts)        Some Errors (2pts)            Consistent Errors (1pt) 

      □                                 □                                          □      sequential  

      □                                 □                                          □      cohesive  

      □                                 □                                          □      hist. plausible 

15 pts   

4) Citations  

 
□Perfect (12 pts)        □Some Errors (8pts)            □Consistent Errors (4pt) 

12 pts   

5) 4 pts each 
□ Written as a child’s story 

□ Pictures and text 

□ Quality craftsmanship  

□ Index 

16 pts   



 


